
  MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your
mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do
according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN
you will have success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB

June 25th

TAKING OUR PLACE IN LOVE

[part 1 of 2]

* A home could never be destroyed if every member could be taught to take
his place in love.

The wife would never remember the past mistakes of her husband, nor the
husband ever remind the wife of any unpleasant happenings. All the mistakes and
failures of the past would be wiped out.

What homes we would have. There would be no more quarreling over
finances, no more bitter words, but each one would be walking in love.

Love never takes advantage of anyone. Love always bears the burdens of
the weak.

Love says, “It is all my fault, dear. Had I done differently, or spoken
differently, or lived in love, it would never have happened.”

There never has been a divorce in a home where the husband and wife both
walked in love. This is the solution of the divorce problem.

When men and women receive Eternal Life, the nature of the Father God,
and let that nature dominate them, they grow in this new kind of love until
eventually it absorbs them, takes them over, and renews their minds until their
thinking is in the realm of love. All suspicion and jealousy dies out. It can find no
soil for rootage.

The men and women who walk in this new kind of love never injure



anyone, never take advantage of anyone. They simply walk and live in God.

No matter what evil the Adversary may bring into a life, love will change
that evil so that it will bring forth a fruitage of good.


